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Vol. X

New York, August, 1925

No. 9

The Accountant’s Legal, Moral, and Financial
Responsibility
The first part of a paper read on April 2, 1925, before the Michigan Association
of Certified Public Accountants by Richard Fitz-Gerald, C.P.A., of the
Detroit office of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery

Accountancy
Morals vs. Law
To determine the degree of responsibility im
IVIL law is merely a rule of action for the
guidance of people in their relations one with posed on the profession of accountancy by society,
another. The moral law, on the other hand, it is necessary to consider the purposes it serves.
The function of the legal profession is to aid in
is the internal prompting of conscience urging men
to do right one by another. The civil law is regulating relations between man and man. This
synthetic, built up slowly over the ages by man as is also, in a more restricted sense, the function of the
he advanced in his upward struggle from barbarism. accountancy profession; in fact, accountancy is an
The moral law is a priori eternal, and flows from a off-shoot of the legal profession. In a less complex
source superior to man. The civil law is invariably condition of society the work that is now done by
based on moral law but usually falls far short of it; accountants was done by lawyers, and is still so
in other words, moral responsibility is much higher done in primitive and inaccessible communities.
in degree than legal responsibility, and society has The accountant, therefore, is charged with responsi
not yet reached the stage of perfection where it is bilities similar to those imposed on the legal profes
willing to adopt the moral code as the basis of its sion, and has both a particular and general duty to
relations.
perform, the former to his client and the latter to
society in general.
Measure of Service
For instance, in the preparation of a certified
The individual has an absolute right to conduct balance sheet the accountant is morally obligated
his affairs and his relations within the strict letter to consider not alone the interest of his client, but
of the civil law; to accept it as his highest and only that of society in general, and must not, by the
code of conduct; to give only what the law says he suppression or glossing over of essential facts, take
must give, and to exact to the last piece everything any chance of misleading any person to whose
the law says he must have. The honor, honesty, hands his statements may come. There is a maxim
liberty of action, and standing of a person so regulat of the legal profession: “It is to the interest of the
ing his life may not be questioned; he has conformed state that there be an end to ligitation.” When it
to the recorded rules of society and is entitled to its is considered that relations entered into with a full
protection. It is, however, a fact, and a healthy knowledge of the facts by all the parties seldom end
indication of man’s progress, that those who give in litigation, it becomes apparent that this maxim
only what they must and take all that they may, are is also a heritage of our profession.
barely tolerated. Society is ahead of the rules it
Moral Responsibility
has written in the books, and expects more from its
members than mere compliance with the civil law.
Morals may not be reduced to a mathematical
The individual is expected to give a fuller measure formula. What one should do or refrain from doing
of service than the law requires, and society has its must be governed by a decent human feeling for the
own way of punishing those who do not live up to rights of others, by good taste and sound judgment.
its expectations. Reducing the matter to its most What one must do is in the books and I propose to
sordid level, the individual who gives full measure deal with it a little later.
of service and is willing to accept full moral respon
The question of moral responsibility is neither
sibility for his acts and his goods, continues in busi new nor peculiarly our problem. It was discussed
ness and grows prosperous. If he lives behind the with no mean skill by oriental shepherds during the
letter of the law and gives only what he must, he life of the writer of the book of Job. Saints and
may continue to live but he does not prosper.
philosophers wrote and thought about it and never
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seemed to get anywhere. Their discussions ad
vanced in circles, always seeming to begin again
where they ended. The great emperor, Marcus
Aurelius, wrote of it 2,000 years ago in words of
universal and lasting application:
“On the occasion of every act ask thyself, How
is this with respect to me? Shall I repent of it?
A little time and I am dead, and all is gone.
What more do I seek, if what I am now doing is
the work of an intelligent living being, and a
social being, and one who is under the same law
with God?”

Profession vs. Business
The man whose first object in life is to accumulate
wealth should not engage in the practice of a pro
fession. Business is his field, and, although nowa
days business does not succeed financially unless it
renders full measure of service, the securing of
profit is its primary object. In the professions a
man secures his compensation first through a full
measure of satisfaction in performing skillfully and
honestly the work that he loves. His first feeling
must be the interest of his client; his personal
interests and advantage must take a subordinate
position; money compensation is merely incidental.
Professions grew up through the desire of society
to obtain a highly specialized and skilful service.
To safeguard the public interest in the first place,
and in the second to guard the honor of the profes
sion, practitioners came together and formulated
rules of conduct known as codes of ethics.
Legislation
Wherever a profession has attempted, by joint
action or through the medium of legislation, to set
up barriers or restrictions, unless these were solely
in the public interest, the profession suffered. In
the case of the medical profession—I am quoting
from the statement of a famous physician—in
modern times they allowed to fall into abeyance
certain of the healing arts, such as healing by sug
gestion, practiced so successfully in ancient times.
The public, possessing a true sense of values, sought
for medical assistance of this kind and found it in
the parlors of psychoanalysts, chiropractors, and
other irregular practitioners. The physicians in
voked the aid of legislatures and courts, and sent
several of their irregular competitors to the peni
tentiaries. However, the people were not convinced,
and now the medical profession is using successfully
in their practice all of the healing arts they so
loudly condemned and so actively endeavored to
suppress a short time ago. From this struggle the
medical profession emerged with decreased prestige,
leaving in the minds of the public a feeling of
distrust.
The moral to be drawn from this is that our pro
fession should not attempt to secure legislation
ahead of public opinion, and we should not attempt
to drive out of business people rendering a service
along the lines of cost accounting, so-called in
dustrial engineering, etc., until and unless we
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qualify ourselves by education and training to
render service of this nature. If we at this time
outlaw those outside of our profession who do this
work, the public will find the means of punishing us,
and will walk around our artificial restraints to
those irregular practitioners.

Education
While, as stated above, the accountancy profes
sion is an off-shoot of the legal profession, the public
has sought the accountant for advice and assistance
in a much wider field, forcing him on to the fringes
of engineering, banking, and finance, and compelling
him to rescue from forgotten shelves of university
libraries dusty works on economics written by men
cloistered and detached from the practical affairs of
life.
I do not believe that the education of accountants
is keeping pace with their widening duties and
opportunities for service. I believe some of us are
taking on duties that we are not qualified to perform,
and that our failures are resulting, in many in
stances, to the disadvantage of our clients and to the
discredit of our profession. The courses available
for the training of accountants are not sufficiently
wide and comprehensive in scope. They should
include many subjects that are now excluded. The
standard of preliminary education should be raised.
The technical part of the education should be
liberalized and more closely supervised by the pro
fession. The older and more successful members of
the profession are not doing their duty in the
matter of training their successors. In the legal and
medical professions it is considered an honor,
privilege, and high mark of professional esteem to
be called to lecture in the schools of these profes
sions. In our profession, an accountancy school is
fortunate if it is able to secure as a lecturer one of
the least competent of our seniors.
In the oath taken by those who enter the medical
profession, known as the Hypocratic oath, an
obligation is assumed to educate those who would
aspire to enter that profession. It would be well
for the general public and our profession if we all
assumed and seriously attempted to fulfil such an
obligation.
Obligation to Broaden Services
Accountancy is a new profession but the ac
countant , as far as he has gone, has played his part
well. As long as money is the reward and measure
of enterprise, and as long as achievement continues
to be measured by any common unit of worth,
there will always be a place for the art of the
accountant. Without him the great railroad could
not have stretched out across the trackless prairie;
the Standard Oil Company could not have reached
out to the ends of the earth; the tall building could
not have climbed into the sky; nor could Mr. Ford,
with all due deference to his opinions, create and
continue to operate at the Rouge and elsewhere.
Our profession has, however, reached a crisis.
Service is being demanded from us that is foreign to
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our experience and training. Business is seeking
advice and assistance along new lines. This
country created and brought together the greatest
aggregations of capital the world has ever known.
These enterprises, up to the present time, have
been largely pioneering; they are now settling down
to an operating basis, and are seeking intensive and
highly scientific management. They have brought
to perfection in the application to their enterprises
the physical sciences and arts, and are reaching out
through cobwebs and dust to the so-called mental
sciences in the hope that they may be able to
harness them with equal success.
The great fortunes created in the past score of
years are seeking ways and means of securing
perpetuity and continuity of identity. People are
seeking advice and assistance in regard to the com
plex and involved tax laws on the statute books of
the Federal and state governments. Since 1917
the number of investors in this country has in
creased by about 4,000,000. A majority of these
know nothing about finance; the rights of minority
stockholders; the incidents and rights, advantages
or disadvantages of the various classes of securi
ties; the fundamentals of security values, etc.
They are groping for advice and assistance from
some source that has no interest in the sale of
securities. All of these classes and many others are
turning to accountants for aid, and are forcing on
our profession the acceptance of three alternatives:

1. To seek a broad and liberal training that will
qualify us to render the service that is being sought.
2. Frankly to admit that we are unable to meet
the emergency, and thus allow this work to pass to
some other profession.
3. If we do not adopt one or other of these courses *
but attempt to handle matters outside of our ex
perience and training, face the fact that we may
degenerate into the rank of charlatans, and eventu
ally disappear as a profession.
It may have little to do with the subject, but
there is at the present time a wide demand for an
advisory service, based on the practical experience
of the accountant, and a foundation of technical
education, including the present education of the
accountant with a more comprehensive course in
law in addition to the following subjects:

Fundamental principles of engineering
Economics—a full course
Psychology and ethics—three terms
Sociology—one term
A short course in the theory of merchandising
and markets
A short course in the principles of valuation
Mechanical drawing—one term
In our profession we deal with symbols repre
sentative of tangible values. We measure achieve
ments, rewards, and returns. We must work on the
minds of those we serve, and the only measure of
our success is our ability to impress the human
mind correctly and vividly. With this background
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are we not the only profession qualified to assist
industry in dealing with the problems of human
relations, with the aids to management that are of
the mind, budgeting, organization, cost accounting,
bonus plans, pension schemes, and other ideas that
have to do with incentive and reward? Is it not
our moral responsibility, as a profession, to break
with the narrow concept of our beginning, and to
prepare ourselves for the wider and more helpful
field to which society is calling us?
Summary—Morals
I have tried to show that the accountant is
bound in morals:

To equip himself for the practice of his profes
sion by securing the best education—preliminary
and technical—available.
To accept full responsibility without reservation
for his professional acts.
Never to do anything that might be contrary to
the public welfare.
Never to do anything for a client that might mis
lead or result in injury to a third party.
Never to do anything that might prove harmful
to the profession of accountancy.
To subordinate his personal interests to those of
his client.
To strive in every way to increase the usefulness
of his profession to society.
To perpetuate his profession by educating his
successors.
In our individual professional acts we have a
duty to our client, the public, and our profession,
and, as a profession, we have a duty to contemporary
society and to posterity. We shall be trusted and
grow in influence and power as individuals and as a
profession in direct ratio to the degree of responsi
bility we are willing to accept and the manner in
which we meet the obligation.

(To be concluded in the next issue)
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Insurance Accounting
By H. L. Gibson, Secretary of the American Manufacturers Foreign Credit Underwriters
Inc., New York City
TUDENTS of accountancy are quick to realize in 1919, and find its loss experience to be as follows:
that every industry and form of business Insurance written in 1919.......................$1,000,000
activity has accounting problems peculiar
Net losses occurring in 1919.. . $1,000
to it. The Pace Student presents in its issues Net losses occurring in 1920.. . 3,000
articles describing the accounting procedures of
Net losses occurring in 1921.. . 5,000
various phases of business, as it is essential to the
Net losses occurring in 1922.. . 1,000
broad understanding of the subject that the funda Total net losses on 1919 business $10,000
mental differences be understood. The basic
The loss ratio of this company on 1919 business
accounting principles which make up the founda
10,000
tion and the refinements for the particular industries
would
be
-----------, or 1%. In order to close the
are often interchangeable.
1,000,000
As a few outstanding examples of business activi
ties with distinctive accounting procedures the books at the end of the fiscal year, reserves are set
up to provide for losses which may be expected to
following may be cited:
occur thereafter on that year’s underwritings. The
Stock Brokerage
amount of the reserves are based on the experience
Banking
of many years and subject to careful review at all
Insurance
times. It will be seen from the above example
Merchandising
that $9,000 of losses occurred subsequent to 1919,
Extractive industries
Manufacturing — Synthetic type. (Ordinary or 9,000 =.9% of the amount written. If in
1,000,000=
manufacturing)
Manufacturing — Analytic Type.
(Breaking
1920 the same business writes $2,000,000 of insur
down into major and by products or joint ance, and, under similar conditions, an additional
products)
reserve of .9% of $2,000,000, or $18,000, should be
Each of these general classifications may be set up at the end of 1920 to care for losses. In
broken down into further subdivisions such as the actual practice a slightly higher rate for reserves is
insurance group. Under this general heading used or else a heavy contingent reserve is carried
come the different kinds of insurance—Marine, for the sake of conservatism and for abnormal losses.
Fire, Life, Credit, Liability, Casualty, etc., having
The proper understanding and full realization of
distinctive accounting problems of their own, but loss reserves is probably the most important
all coming under the general principles of insurance feature of insurance accounting, and the lack of
accounting.
accurate interpretation of such figures is responsible
The refinement may be carried even further—to for most of the failures of the new and younger
the point where no two life insurance companies insurance companies.
will have exactly the same problems or accounts,
In the following operating statement column (a)
just as no two manufacturing plants producing the represents the income and expenses as they ap
same product in the same locality will have identical peared at the close of the underwriting year 1919.
problems to face, but the principles of life insurance It is assumed that the business has a three year
accounts and of the particular manufacturing cycle, and column (b) represents the same operating
industry will hold in each case.
statement at the end of the cycle, or at the close of
The object of this article is to discuss the general the year 1921. The percentage of the operating
principles of insurance accounting.
expenses, or burden, and percentages of losses to the
insurance written are shown in brackets.
Chief Characteristics
Probably the chief distinguishing characteristic
Operating Statement for Year 1919
of insurance accounting is that the operations
(a)
(b)
cannot be terminated at the end of the fiscal year.
Writings.......................... $8,000,000 $8,000,000
Each form of insurance has its cycle of operations Income
ranging from short periods into many years, depend
Premiums.........................
160,000
160,000
ing upon the kind of insurance, and these cycles Expenses
must be completed before definite conclusions can
20,000
20,000
Burden (¼ of 1%)........
be drawn.
Losses in 1919 (½ of 1%)
40,000
40,000
The year in which the risk is taken is called the
80,000
Losses in 1920 (1%)....
underwriting year, but it may require several years
Losses in 1921 (½ of 1%)
40,000
thereafter before all the possible losses have
$180,000
Total Expenses..............
$60,000
occurred and the final results of the underwriting
$20,000*
Surplus.............................
$100,000
year known. For example, a company having a
*Deficit
three year cycle may write $1,000,000 of insurance
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This statement brings out very clearly the information. The following example illustrates the
importance of reserves as it shows a surplus of point;
$100,000 at the end of the fiscal year 1919, yet three Insurance written during the month of January,
1924.......................................................................... $10,000,000
years later that same surplus developed into a
this business the expired insurance on June 1,
$20,000 deficit. Had the Company set up proper Of1924
was..................................................................
$5,000,000
reserves, i.e. 1½%, or $120,000, in 1919, the deficit Total premium income on January business.........
$200,000
would have been immediately apparent without Therefore the earned premiums June 1, 1924, were $100,000
taking three years to find*it out. The company
It is desired to find the experience on January’s
might still be able to operate in 1922 by meeting the business on June 1st.
deficit out of later premium income, although that
% to Expired % to Earned
income should be held in reserve for losses which
Insurance
Premiums
($100,000)
($5,000,000)
will occur on the writings from which that later
($50,000)...............................
1.0%
50.00%
income is derived. Every underwriting year Losses
Burden ½ Sales Expense ($10,000)
.2%
10.00%
should stand on its own feet, and the income on that
Underwriting Expense ($15,000)
.3%
15.00%
year’s business should take care of its own burden
Overhead Expense ($5,000)...
.1%
5.00%
and losses. Otherwise, the company is insolvent,
1.6%
80.00%
although it may continue to operate, since the true
This statement shows that the loss ratio plus the
test of solvency is that the company can meet all burden ratio as of June 1st was 1.6%, and, com
of its burden obligations and losses if operations paring this with the rate charged on the business
should suddenly cease with the consequent ending written of 2%, leaves a margin of .4% for profit.
of further premium income. If the margin between The percentages to earned premiums show that
losses and premium income is too great, the cumula of the premiums go to the payment of losses, and
tive losses from past years may overtake the 30% to the operating expense, leaving 20% for
premium income even for the current year, and the profit. Under similar conditions for the latter half
business may have to cease operations, or the same of the year the company can expect to make in all
condition may be brought about by a period of .4% of $10,000,000 or 20% of $200,000, amounting
slackened business or abnormal losses which will to $40,000 for profit on January’s business, which
give the losses a chance to catch up with the must likewise take care of the contingency of
premium income.
abnormal losses. It will be noted from the state
ment that only
of the burden expenses have been
Premium Reserves
applied, or the proportion of the expired to the un
It is quite essential to draw conclusions before expired insurance. Obviously, it would reflect an
the completion of the cycle in order to determine undue burden to apply the entire expense to only
whether or not a certain phase of the business or the earned premiums.
possibly a new form of policy is profitable so that it
There are many complications which enter into
may be emphasized or discontinued according to this comparison in actual practice according to the
the results. To get a complete picture, relation kind of insurance. In some cases the losses are not
ships are established both to the insurance written known until sometime after they have occurred,
and to premium income which involves a distinction but the time allowed for reporting losses is usually
between expired and unexpired insurance and limited by a clause in the policy. Other forms of
earned and unearned premiums.
insurance have a salvage feature which must be
Expired insurance, as the name implies, means considered where the loss plus the salvage expense
that insurance on which the term has matured as less the salvage recovered constitutes the net loss.
of a certain focal date. For example, if on January Where some time is required to effect the salvage,
1st, $15,000 of insurance is written with a term of the net loss may be estimated either from past
two months and $10,000 with a term of four months, experience or on the merits of the individual case
then on March 1st there will be $15,000 of this in order to predetermine the results.
business expired and $10,000 unexpired, or insurance
Balance Sheet Reserves
in force as it is often called. With many risks
The reserves usually shown in the balance sheets
assumed on different dates with varying maturities
it is important that the accounts reflect at all times of insurance companies consist of unearned premium
reserves and general reserves. The unearned
the insurance in force.
Earned premiums are premiums which apply on premium reserves, as explained before, are to with
the expired insurance. The unearned premiums hold the profits until they are earned, and they
represent the portion of the premiums applying on should take care of the normal losses on the busi
the insurance in force. Just as in other forms of ness in force at the time of preparation of the
business, profits should not be taken until earned; statement, as the premium rates should be figured
so in insurance the premiums which are usually over and above the normal loss experience.
General reserves are in the nature of contingent
paid in advance should not be absorbed until
reserves to protect the company against abnormal
earned.
To draw conclusions either on any phase of the losses which may occur from periods of economic
business or on the business as a whole, the ratios of depression or other adverse circumstances. The
the expense and loss items to the expired insurance true test of an insurance company is its ability to
and earned premiums will provide the desired weather a storm of extraordinary losses, and it is in
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such times that the value of insurance is most
appreciated.
As a result of these heavy reserves, insurance
companies have large sums of cash on hand for
investment which makes up one of the major
functions of insurance operations. The following
tabulation emphasizes the importance of invest
ments of life insurance companies:
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bordereau is nothing more than an account
current rendered by the original company to
the re-insurance company, regularly showing the
amounts in which the re-insurance company is
involved and its proportionate premium.

In General
This discussion has of necessity been very general
in its nature covering the significant features of
Income from
Income from
Disbursements
Year
Premiums
Investments
insurance. In practice many ramifications, and
Total
Total
1917
$928,000,000
$320,000,000 $1,248,000,000
$845,000,000
complications enter into the application of the
1916
846,000,000
278,000,000
1,124,000,000
790,000,000
1915
784,000,000
principles set forth, dependent upon the kind of
258,000,000
767,000,000
1,042,000,000
1914
748,000,000
240,000,000
988,000,000
708,000,000
insurance with the varying periods of risk, kinds of
1913
715,000,000
210,000,000
659,000,000
925,000,000
1912
672,000,000
221,000,000
893,000,000
628,000,000
losses, nature of hazard, etc. In some insurance
the premiums continue from period to period in
The above table shows that an average of 25% the form of renewals, and all of these renewal pre
of the income of life insurance companies is derived miums must be charged back and added to the
from investments. In many individual instances initial premium to get the true results of any
insurance companies make no profit from their underwriting year.
premiums, but depend solely upon their investment
Statistics play a very important part in all
income for their profits.
insurance. Premiums are predicated on the law of
In addition to reserves, it is quite common for averages, which requires many years and hundreds
insurance companies to provide for abnormal losses of thousands of transactions to establish. The
by re-insurance.
Hollerith tabulating cards are commonly used to
Re-Insurance
obtain these statistics. Cards are punched for
Most of the insurance companies that carry large each transaction showing the amount of risk,
risks will distribute a portion of these risks among premium, rate, nature of risk, etc. Similar cards
other insurance companies. This is called re are punched for the losses showing amount of loss
insurance and the basis for the proportionment gross and net, cause of loss, nature of risk, etc.
varies with the terms of the re-insurance treaties in Over a period of time these cards accumulate and
effect. A common form of re-insurance distribu furnish a vast store of information from which
tion is on the individual risk assumed. One com valuable statistics may be drawn at any time;
pany may say that it will re-insure with another such as the causes of losses, comparison of losses
company all in excess of $100,000 of the individual by location, by premium rates, by nature of risk, etc.
In the first part of this article the fact was
risk assumed. On this basis, if a $150,000 policy is
written, the re-insurance company will take $50,000 emphasized that the underlying principles of
of the risk. The treaty may read that the re accounting make up the foundation for the refine
insurance company will take 80% of the excess ments and amplifications found in various indus
which, in this case, would be $40,000, or any other tries. It will be seen that the operating statement
combination may be made the basis for the re for insurance companies is quite comparable to
the profit and loss or operating statement of the
insurance treaty.
Another common form of apportionment is on ordinary merchandising business. The amount
the basis of a portion of all in excess of a certain of insurance written is similar to the physical
amount of the total insurance in force rather than volume of business handled, such as tons, bbls., etc.,
on the individual risk. The re-insurance company’s and the premium rates are similar to the price per
portion of losses are determined on the basis of the unit—the price per ton, per bbl., etc. The
treaty. If in the latter case the re-insurance com premium income represents the sales, and the
pany assumes all of the insurance in force in excess losses remind one of the cost of goods sold giving
of $10,000,000, and, at the time of a loss, there was as a difference, the gross margin. The burden
$12,000,000 in force, the re-insurance company expense is of the same nature as the operating
expense, leaving the operating profit to which
would pay of the loss.
The compensation to the re-insurance companies must be added or subtracted the non-operating
is their portion of the premiums less a discount income or expense, including interest, taxes, etc.,
which is usually allowed the original company for giving finally the surplus net profits to take care of
operating expense, as the re-insurance company has dividends and profit left in the business.
The balance sheet of insurance companies is
practically no sales or clerical expense in connection
with the transaction. If a re-insurance company similar in every respect to the ordinary balance
takes of the risk on a $10,000 policy on which the sheet, except that the reserves are much larger
premium is $2,000, it will receive of the premiums because of the peculiar nature of the business.
less a possible discount for operating expense of The statistics used in insurance should be developed
20%, or a premium of $800 as its compensation.
similarly for other forms of business in order to
The accounts between the original company and make a complete study of operations, although
the re-insurance company are kept by the prepara they are more important in insurance because of
tion of a bordereau at regular intervals. The the length of time required before results are known.
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The Editor’s Letter Box
HE following inquiry, originating in a foreign
country, and the reply of Mr. Homer S. Pace
will, we are sure, be of interest to our readers:
“I assume that you are acquainted with the
sudden failure, with a large deficit, of one of the
banks in this country. For this reason, they are
now speaking of making compulsory the auditing
of the accounts of banking institutions; and, as
usual, they speak, in a more or less vague manner,
of what is done in foreign countries.
“I have some reference matter on this subject,
but I should be very much obliged if you can send
me some specific data regarding the control of
corporation accounting, etc., in the United States.
“In a more concrete manner, we can boil this
down to the following questionnaire:
“1. Is it compulsory in the United States to
audit the accounts of corporations? Who does this
auditing in banking institutions? Who does this
auditing in other corporations? Are partnerships
and private banking institutions subject to the
same regulations and, if in the affirmative, who does
the auditing?
“2. Is there in the United States a society, such
as the Chartered Accountants of London, which
has charge of these audits?
“3. In case there is in the United States such a
society, has it official standing, and who gives it its
official standing? Is there any law in the United
States authorizing these societies of accountants to
give the title of auditor?
“4. What guarantee do these auditors give that
their certification is true?
“You can see that there are many questions to be
answered, but they all relate to the same matter—
that is, to get a clear idea of the official control that
exists in the United States over the accounts of
corporations and of individuals. In addition, I
shall be obliged if you will kindly send me whatever
books and magazines you can find that will give
us this information.”
Mr. Pace’s reply was as follows:
“Your interesting inquiries of June 19th, are
before me. I shall do what I can, with the limited
time I have available on the eve of my vacation,
to give you the information you seek. The matter,
I fear, will be a bit complicated—our scheme of
government by which federal and state banks
work side by side within the various states is likely
to be confusing.
“First, we have two classes of banking organiza
tions—those organized under the laws of the
Federal Government, known as National Banks,
and those organized under the forty-eight state
governments or under the government of the
District of Columbia, known generally as State
Banks. The state organizations include, in addi
tion to ordinary banks, trust companies, savings

T

banks, and building and loan associations. Banks,
both Federal and State, are required to maintain
certain reserves in cash, in order to protect deposi
tors, and are limited as to the character of loans
that may be made.
“Compliance with the banking laws, both Federal
and State, is enforced by special officers of the
government and states, known as bank examiners.
The federal bank examiners make periodical
examinations of the federal banks, located through
out the entire country; and the state bank examiners
perform a similar service with respect to state
banks.
“The official examiner determines whether or
not full compliance is made with the laws. He
makes, in effect, an audit of assets and liabilities,
and tests the bank on every point that affects its
solvency—amount and character of assets, char
acter of loans, losses from bad debts, and the like.
“We have few, if any, laws in the United States
that make it necessary for a corporation, whether
a banking corporation or otherwise, to have its
accounts audited by public accountants. The
Federal Government requires national banks to
file reports, and the various state governments
require each corporation, whether a banking
corporation or otherwise, to file an annual report,
which includes a balance sheet. There is no pro
vision, however, that the accounts must be audited,
or that the balance sheet thus filed must be verified
or certified by accountants.
“Under English law, each company (corporation)
must appoint an auditor, by a vote of the stock
holders, who audits the accounts and makes a
report to the stockholders. There is no provision
that an auditor must be a chartered accountant or
an incorporated accountant (the two principal
classes of public accountants in Great Britain),
but it is the accepted practice that an auditor must
be either a chartered accountant or an incorporated
accountant. I do not know whether any distinc
tion is made between banking corporations and
other corporations in English practice, but I pre
sume each company, no matter what its character
may be, must employ an auditor who reports to the
stockholders.
“In American practice, it will thus be seen,
information is obtained by official examiners. Of
course, if a bank’s affairs become tangled, the
recommendation is often made by bank examiners
that public accountants be employed to straighten
them up. Many of our banks voluntarily have
their accounts audited periodically by certified
public accountants.
“In England, the association of chartered
accountants is a non-profit corporation, organized
by special charter. The members must pass
examinations conducted by the association and
{Continued on page 143)
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Accounting Features in the Dye-Making Industry
Graduation Thesis of Herman T. Hagren, Pace Institute, New York

HE production of dyes and coal-tar chemicals may succeed or fail on its own merits. Even these
in the United States, at least on an extensive firms do not consume all the material themselves
scale, does not date farther back than to the in the different stages, but sell to outside corpora
World War. Before that we were entirely dependtions; so that the products may be obtained in any
and upon Germany for such products; and when
of the stages in the open market. The majority,
she was forced to retire from the high seas, a short however, are concerned only with the manufacture
age immediately occurred. When it is considered of some particular stage or stages, and it is of a
that the shortage consisted not only of dyes, but concern making concentrates and finished colors
also of such coal-tar products as medicines, disin that this article will particularly treat.
fectants, photographic chemicals, pigments for
No attempt will be made to describe the processes
paints and inks, materials for flavors and perfumes, used in manufacturing concentrates, which are
explosives, and other essential articles, the im intricate and vary with each concentrate; but some
portance of a new source of supply became at once thing on the conversion of the concentrate to the
apparent. Since it is from coal, with which this finished dye is deemed necessary. The main dif
country is well supplied, that the necessary ele ference between the two stages is in the strength of
ments are obtained, investigations were made to the products. Additional raw materials, of which
ascertain the proper method of manufacture. salt is the most important, are added to the concen
Bee-hive coke ovens, wasteful in that no by- trate to make the marketable dye. Given a com
products are obtained when coal is converted into paratively few basic colors, a large number of shades
coke, were done away with and by-product coke and colors are made merely by mixing one with
ovens substituted. Through them, “crudes,” neces another in varying quantities and strengths. For
sary in the manufacture of intermediates, are this last step, machines of various sizes, built very
obtained. The intermediates, in turn, form the much like ordinary concrete mixers, are used.
basis of the concentrates and finished dyes.
Laboratory analyses have been made of the materials;
So rapid has been the progress in this industry so, with the aid of the dye formulae, it is merely an
that the production for the year 1920 exceeded our arithmetical operation to arrive at the various
1914 imports. Much remains to be done; for, quantities going into the mixers. When these have
although, according to the 1920 report of the United been running for a certain length of time, further
States Tariff Commission, 360 colors are now made, laboratory tests are made; and if the colors are
we have had to depend upon imports for some of found satisfactory, they are put into barrels and
our needs. A great deal of prejudice existed and sent to the warehouse for storage or shipment.
still lingers against the use of American dyes,
Our interest is in the accounting procedure,
occasioned to a large extent by German propa however, and we shall take up the question of costs,
ganda; but, as chemists and dyers freely admit, considering only those statements and procedures
many of our dyes are equal or superior to the that are peculiar to this industry. An elaborate
German dyes, and it can be definitely stated that and detailed system of records is essential if the
this industry is here to stay.
management is to be kept informed in all those
In the manufacture of dyes, which is the only particulars that would ordinarily be deemed essen
element we will consider, there are four distinct tial; for competition is keen and profits are small
stages—crudes, intermediates, concentrates, and and all leaks must be stopped. The profit and loss
the standardized or finished colors. By this it is outcome must be shown on each color to ascertain
not meant that there are only four steps; but the (1) whether or not a gain is being made, (2) whether
products resulting from a number of more or less, or not the results are all they should be, and (3)
intricate processes can be divided into four classes whether or not it would be a better policy to
although each stage is dependent upon the one purchase in the open market instead of manufac
immediately preceding. Thus the crudes—by- turing. In an industry so new, and where develop
products resulting from the conversion of coal into ment is so rapid, a certain amount of loss may be
coke in by-product ovens—when combined with inevitable during the experimental stages; but if
certain other materials form intermediates. The there is a good demand and market, steps to over
intermediates become the basis for the concen come this unfavorable showing must be taken.
trates; and the concentrates become the basis for This can only be done when the exact state of
the finished dyes. A firm handling the manu affairs is known. This makes it necessary that
facturing from the coal to the dyes must of necessity prime cost, factory overhead, and administrative
be of large size, and very few such firms exist in and selling expenses be so recorded that an analysis
this country; and where the controlling interest is can be made of each item and a basis for an equit
in the same parties, usually two or more separate able distribution established. Nor must it be lost
incorporated companies exist in order that each sight of that the purpose of the business, as in the
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case of all others, is the realization of a profit on
the various products; so the necessity of prorating
the cost elements to each color is apparent if the
exact status is to be known.
The books are closed monthly, and the book
keeping entries are then made in summary form by
means of journal vouchers. At the end of the
month, also, statements are furnished the man
agement, among which are the following:
I. Expenses
A. Monthly
1. Summary
2. Detail
B. Yearly to Date
1. Summary
2. Detail
II. Cost of Concentrates Manufactured
A. Monthly
1. Summary
2. Detail
B. Yearly to Date
1. Summary
2. Detail
III. Production Costs of Standardized Colors
A. Monthly
B. Yearly
IV. Shipments, Returns, and Profits
A. Monthly
B. Yearly
V. Inventory of Standardized Colors

Expenses
The expenses, which cover all indirect overhead
of factory, and administrative and selling expenses
are shown in summary form on one sheet, support
ing which are itemized statements for each class of
expense. From the form used to present the item
ized expenses (Form 1), it will be seen that informa
tion is available as to labor, material, total, cost
per pound this month and last month; and in
connection with labor, the average men employed
daily this month and last month. The bottom of
the form shows the distribution or accounts to
which the expense is charged. Similar forms are
used for the following expenses: general office,
works general, laboratory, handling supplies, co
operage, shop, shipping and trucking, steam, and
mixing. Selling expense is handled slightly dif
ferently for results are available not only in total,
but also by salesmen. There is no grouping of the
individual items of which each expense is composed,
other than in the manner in which they appear in
the book of accounts. This greatly reduces the
labor of transferring the figures from the analysis
sheets, for no recasting or different grouping is
necessary.

Cost of Concentrates Manufactured
The forms of detailed statements rendered in the
case of “Cost of Concentrates Manufactured” are

shown by Form 2 and Form 3, one set being used
for each concentrate manufactured. Form 2 takes
care of direct labor, repairs, and maintenance of
the machinery, equipment, and buildings used in
the different operations. Form 3 shows the
detail of the raw material used, operation expense,
containers, spoilage and waste, manufacturing over
head, total production cost, and other information.
The detail of the operation expense is contained in
Form 2. Containers represent barrels withdrawn
from stores and into which the concentrates are
placed when manufactured, so that they can be
conveniently handled. These barrels when emptied
of their contents are returned to the cooperage
department, where they are recoopered, for hand
ling tends to loosen the staves and hoops, rendering
them unfit for further use without repairs being
made. The expenses of this department are ab
sorbed in the cost of the recoopered barrels, and the
barrels are then placed in stores and considered in
the inventory until again used. This procedure is
followed until they are scrapped or sold. If sold,
the proceeds are credited to cooperage expense.
No credit is allowed to the concentrate involved for
the empty containers, for as the average price
method is used when charging out from stores, it
is automatically taken care of. These containers
are charged directly to the concentrate in question
as disbursements are reported from stock. Waste
and spoilage represents the value of the material
and labor on the product which, for some reason or
other, is spoiled while in process of manufacture.
As this occurs, the accounts containing the material,
labor, and overhead if any, would be credited, and
the account Waste and Spoilage debited. Manu
facturing overhead represents all expense items
charged to Work-in-Process (Concentrates) and is
proportioned on the basis of pounds produced and
work-in-process at the end of the period. The
weight on which to spread the overhead is arrived
at by adding the actual production and work-in
process at the end of the month, and subtracting
the work-in-process at the beginning of the month.
The chart of accounts has provided a series of
numbers for each concentrate made, so that charges
as they occur throughout the accounting period are
posted direct to the concentrate involved and, by
means of an analysis sheet, direct to the particular
item affected.
The month’s production in each case is found by
addition of the items, raw material, operation
expense, containers, spoilage and waste, and
manufacturing overhead. This amount, plus the
inventory on hand at the beginning of the month,
minus the inventory on hand at the end of the
month, will give the amount disbursed. Detail of
this is found immediately below. The amount to
be considered finished product is found by adding
to or subtracting from the charges to operation,
the amount by which the work-in-process at the
end of the month is increased or decreased from
that shown at the beginning.
(Continued on page 139)
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Pace Public Speaking Club
T the dinner tendered the Public Public Speaking. 2. Men and women
Speaking Classes of Pace Institute, who have enrolled for the Pace Course
New York, on Friday evening, May in Public Speaking, and who, in the
judgment of the Executive Board, are
8th, 1925, there was some sentiment
expressed in favor of forming a Public qualified for membership before com
Speaking Club. This suggestion aroused pleting the Pace Course in Public
so much enthusiasm that an organization Speaking.
committee was named. This committee
Article IV. Dues
consisted of W. H. Weber, chairman,
M. E. Muniz, W. J. Rider, H. P. Wood,
The initiation fee shall be Two Dollars
W. N. Stanley, and H. B. Wood.
The committee met pursuant to ar ($2.00) . There shall be no regular mem
rangements and sent out a circular bership dues. The Executive Board
letter calling for a meeting on May 21st shall assess regular members for all
at eight o’clock. At this meeting there expenses incurred in their behalf.
were fifteen persons present, who en
Article V. Meetings
rolled as members of the club. The
club at this meeting, adopted the con
Section 1. Regular semi-annual meet
stitution as presented by the organiza
tion committee with but few changes. ings of the club shall be held on the first
At this meeting officers were elected, Wednesday of April and on the first
William Weber was elected president, Wednesday of October.
Manual Muniz, vice-president, Frank J.
Section 2. Semi-monthly meetings of
Vande Water, secretary and Milton L. the club shall be held on the first and the
Ganley, treasurer. William A. White third Wednesday of each month.
was elected to the Executive Board of the
Section 3. Dinners, debates, and the
club to act in cooperation with the four like shall be held as a part of the regular
officers.
meetings, or may be held at such other
The first regular meeting of the club times as shall be decided upon by the
after this organization meeting was Executive Board.
held on Wednesday, June 3rd, 1925,
Section 4. Special meetings of the
when the thermometer registered close club may be called in writing by the
to one hundred. In spite of the heat, President, the Executive Board, or by
this meeting was a very lively one and any ten regular members in good stand
those who attended received much bene ing of the club.
fit from the instructive talk given by
Section 5. The Executive Board shall
Mr. Homer S. Pace.
The last meeting before adjourning meet at least once a month, at such
for the summer months was held on times as may be most expedient for the
Wednesday, June 17th. At this meeting members thereof.
there were about twelve members pres
ent, each of whom delivered a short
Article VI. Management
speech upon a topic picked at random.
Section 1. Management of this club
It was decided at this last meeting to
adjourn for the summer months and to shall be vested in an Executive Board
hold the initial meeting of the fall on consisting of four (4) duly elected regular
members and a duly elected member of
the third Wednesday in September.
the Pace Public Speaking faculty.
The Constitution of the club follows:
Section 2. The officers of the club
Article I. Name
shall be a President, a Vice-President, a
The organization governed by this Secretary, and a Treasurer. These
Constitution shall be known as the officers, together with the member of the
“PACE PUBLIC SPEAKING CLUB,” faculty shall constitute the Executive
and its headquarters shall be at Pace Board.
Section 3. Members of the Executive
Institute, 30 Church Street, New York
Board shall hold office for a term of one
City.
year, or until their successors are elected,
Article II. Object
except the President and the Secretary
The objects of this club shall be: (a) To of the first Executive Board, who shall
provide for its members the opportunity serve until the next semi-annual meeting.
of continuing the benefits derived from
Section 4. Election of officers shall
the Pace Course in Public Speaking by take place at the regular semi-annual
having meetings, dinners, debates, and meetings in April and October. With
the like, and encouraging the members to the exception of the first Executive
speak on such occasions, (b) To pro Board, two members of the Board, three
mote the social and educational interests (3) members of the Board shall be
of its members.
elected at the regular semi-annual meet
ing in April, and two (2) at the regular
Article III. Membership
semi-annual meeting in October. Nom
The following are eligible for regular inations of candidates shall be made by
membership: 1. Men and women who the members during the months of
have completed the Pace Course in March and September.

A

August
Section 5. A vacancy occurring in an
elective office otherwise than by the
expiration of a term of office shall be
filled by the Executive Board.
Section 6. The organization com
mittee shall act as the Executive Board
until the members thereof are duly
elected, and the chairman thereof shall
act as chairman of all meetings until a
president is elected.
Article VII.

Duties of Officers

Section 1. President. The pre
sident shall assume general direction
of the affairs of the club and shall per
form the duties regularly devolving upon
such an officer.
He shall appoint a different regular
member of the club to conduct each
semi-monthly meeting. These temporary
chairmen shall not assume any of the
powers of the president.
Section 2. Vice-President. The
vice-president shall assume the duties of
the President when such officer is absent
or unable to perform hisduties. He shall
also perform all other duties regularly
devolving upon such an officer.
Section 3. Secretary. The secretary
shall be present at all meetings of
the club and of the executive board,
and shall prepare and preserve an ac
curate record of the proceedings at each
meeting. He shall read such record at
a succeeding meeting, if requested to do
so. The presiding officer shall provide
a substitute from the regular member
ship present whenever the secretary is
absent.
Section 4. Treasurer. The Treas
urer shall receive and disburse all
funds of the club subject to the approval
of the Executive Board. He must
deposit such funds in a bank approved
by the Board, keep an accurate record
thereof, and submit a cash statement at
the regular semi-annual meeting of the
club, and whenever requested to do so
by the President or the Board.

Article VIII.

Quorum

Section 1. The constitutional quorum
of this club shall consist of ten regular
members in good standing.
Section 2. Three members of the
Executive Board shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business
by the Board.
Article IX.

Charter Members

All persons qualified for membership in
this club who sign this Constitution on
or before the first meeting in October
shall rank as charter members of the
Pace Public Speaking Club.
Article X.

Amendments

This constitution may be amended by
a two-thirds (⅔) vote of the regular
members present at any regular or special
meeting of the club, provided at least
two weeks’ notice of the proposed
amendment is given in writing to all

members.
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Accounting Features in the
Dye-Making Industry
(Continued from page 137)

Information for the bookkeeping en
tries affecting work-in-process and in
ventory are obtained from the summary
sheet, which is a recapitulation of the
information appearing in detail on Form
2 and Form 3. The total of the column
Net Charge to Finished Product, if no
purchases have been made in the open
market, should agree with the total of
the receipts shown in the inventory.

Production Cost for Standardized
Colors
The form for the “Production Cost of
Standardized Colors” is represented by
Form 4. In the column Product Num
ber is found the symbol assigned to the
color, symbols being used instead of the
full name for convenience. Under Code
No. is entered information which will
identify the ingredients necessary to
produce the color, the money value
being carried to the columns Concen
trates, Standardized, or Raw Material,
as the case may be. In case no sales
have been made, which is the assumption
we will make for the remainder of the
discussion, the total for concentrates
will equal the amount shown as disbursed
from inventory. The total for Raw
Material when added to the amount
charged to Work-in-process (concen
trates) will agree with the amount dis
bursed from raw material inventory.
The standardized receipts will be con
sidered when taking up Inventory of
Standardized Colors. The container
charges—barrels used in forwarding and
storing the dye at the warehouse—are
reported under Stores Disbursements.
The total disbursed for the month is
prorated over the total production on
the basis of weight. The number of
colors is too great to permit of handling
as in the case of concentrates, of which
there are few—that is, by charging
direct to the product involved. When
shipment is made, they are placed in
other containers, and the empty barrels
are then returned to the cooperage
department, and the procedure is the
same as that described in the preceding
paragraph dealing with Cost of Concen
trates Manufactured. Mixing expense
is prorated on the basis of the pounds
produced, which is the only feasible
method. The mixing machines are
used interchangeably, so that the quan
tity to be made is the deciding factor on
what machine is to be used, for they are
of different capacities. The production
of each color is not continuous from one
day to the next, but varies directly with
the demand, so that a number of mix
tures may, during the course of a month,
be made of one color, in different quan
tities, and in several machines. The
larger the machine, the heavier the over
head, repairs, and maintenance, and the
greater the capacity, so that this does
not materially affect distribution on the
weight basis. A more exact method

would possibly be by the machine rate,
but the labor incident to carrying out
this method would far exceed what slight
benefit might be gained in accuracy; nor
is it a large enough item in manufacture
to deserve such treatment. The over
head—that part of the factory overhead
chargeable to production—is distributed
on the same basis as mixing expense.
The grand total of this statement is
the amount of the finished product
debited to Standardized Colors In
ventory.
Shipments, Returns, and Profits
The form for “Shipments, Returns,
and Profits” is shown in Form 5. The
column Production Cost of Shipments,
as would be implied from the title, con
tains the inventory value of the items
shipped. The amounts that are charged
to containers are the costs of the various
containers varying from 1 to 50 lb. tins
to kegs and steel barrels holding 100 to
500 lbs. While they are shown under
Shipping and Trucking Expense, they
must be taken out for distribution pur
poses. Since the prices are not in the
same proportion as their capacity, the
method of using the weight cannot be
used, and it becomes necessary to keep
a record of the various kinds charged to
each color. During the month this is
kept by quantities only and at the
time of closing the books the money
values are extended and postings made.
Steel barrels are in all cases charged to
the customers, who have the privilege of
returning them for credit when empty,
and are never included here. This,
however, will be taken up later. The
shipping and trucking expense, general

office expense, and selling expense are
distributed on the basis of the quantities
sold. A more accurate way of handling
selling would be by prorating each sales
man’s expense on the pound basis to the
particular colors he sold, which added
to the figures obtained for the other
salesmen, would be the total to be carried
to each color; but the additional labor
and cost involved would more than offset
the advantages. At present, we have the
selling expense itemized by salesmen,
and the sales by salesmen, described in
the paragraph on expenses, giving the
relative efficiency of each, which would
ordinarily be enough, unless the fluctua
tion is great enough to affect the costs
materially. It will be noted that com
mission, although a selling expense item
and included in the selling expense state
ment, is here shown separately. Rea
sons for doing this are twofold. Com
missions are paid on a percentage basis
based upon the net selling price; and
since the values of the different colors
vary greatly, distribution on the poundssold basis would result in great inac
curacy. Distribution based upon the
money values would also be wrong, due
to the fact that there are two classes of
customers, namely, dealers and con
sumers; and commissions are allowed on
the consumer sales only. Therefore, we
are forced to itemize by colors. The
amount shown in the column Total Cost
agrees with the debits to Sales account,
while in the case of Returns column,
this is in accord with the credit to the
same account. This necessitates the ac
cumulation of sales by colors as they are
made during the month but as this is a
procedure that is handled, by the tabulat
ing machine, it entails very little work.
The column Profits is the difference
between the two, and is the amount
necessary to close out Sales. The
individual items are obtained by sub
traction, profits being shown in black and
losses in red.

WORKS GENERAL EXPENSE
Month of.......................................... 19....
Average Men
Daily

Last
This
Month Month

Account
No.
10

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

15

Labor

Total Salaries
11

10

Description

Salaries
A—Superintendents &
Assistants
B—Accountants, Clerks,
Steno.

Amount

Cost per Lb.

Material

This
Last
Month Month

Total

1000 00

1000 00

1000 00

.007

.008

1000 00

.007

.008

.027

.028

Office Operation
A—Furniture & Fixtures
B—Telephone & Telegraph

35 00

35 00

Total Office Operation

35 00

35 00

500 00

2500 00

Total

2000 00

Distribution:
Work in Process
(Concentrates)
Work in Process (Std. Colors)

Total

1500 00
1000 00
2500 00

Form 1
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The yearly figures in all the statements Raw material, of which intermediates ardized Colors).
This is because it
are arrived at merely by accumulating are a part, represents the material going cannot readily be applied direct due to
the monthly figures. Much of the detail into the manufactured products. Stores the peculiarities of the manufacturing
work involved is accomplished by the use cover all other supplies needed around process as previously mentioned, and
of an electric tabulating machine, so that the plant but not as ingredients of the must therefore be included in the
the clerical cost is reduced to a minimum. finished goods. These are controlling department’s expense, which is the
Inventory of Standardized Colors entries for the card ledgers, to which the Mixing Expense.
detail postings are made. Purchases of
The only unusual feature of the “In concentrates and standardized colors are ------------------------------------ 3.---------------------------- __
ventory of Standardized Colors” is that few, and some months there may be none Sundries to Stores (Inventory)................
xx
the disbursements are subdivided by whatever; but, occasionally, it becomes
Work in Process (Concentrates).......... xx
columns into Used and Samples, Ship necessary to buy in the open market;
Work in Process
(Standardized
Colors)........................................................
xx
ments, and Overruns and Shortages. so they are shown in the entry. The
General Office Expense .
xx
This, in addition to giving the disburse detail of the remaining accounts, repre
Works General Expense.......................... xx
ments under three heads for each color, senting overhead expenses, is kept on
Selling Expense............................................
xx
Handling Supplies Expense................... xx
is very useful in that it localizes errors analysis sheets. General office expense
Laboratory Expense..................................
xx
and is a valuable aid in checking the is made up of items of a general and
Cooperage Expense...................................
xx
accuracy of the postings. The first- administrative nature; distinguishing
Shop Expense............................................... xx
Shipping & Trucking Expense..............
xx
mentioned column takes in the dyes from Work General Expense, which deals
Steam Expense............................................
xx
used for manufacturing purposes and with overhead directly due to production,
Mixing Expense...................................
xx
are, therefore, chargeable to work-in- but not classifying under the depart For supplies used for the month of..........
process (standardized colors).
The mental expenses. The rest of the ac
------------------------------ 4 ------------------------------column also takes in samples used for counts will be considered later.
advertising purposes which are charge
Work in Process (Concentrates)..............
xx
able to selling expense. The sample ------------------------------------2 ----------------------------------- - General Office Expense................................ xx
Works General Expense............................
xx
Sundries to Accrued Pay-roll....................
xx
items may be distinguished by the
Selling Expense.................................................
xx
Work in Process (Concentrates).......... xx
letter “S” preceding the quantity and
Handling Supplies Expense.......................
xx
General Office Expense............................ xx
Laboratory Expense.......................................
xx
Works General Expense.........................
xx
amount. The second column, as sug
Cooperage Expense........................................ xx
Selling Expense..................................
xx
gested by the name, represents shipments
Shop Expense...................................................
xx
Handling Supplies Expense.................... xx
to customers and agrees with the total
Shipping & Trucking Expense.................
xx
Laboratory Expense..................................
xx
Steam Expense................................................. xx
Cooperage Expense....................................
xx
of the column, Production Cost of Ship
Mixing Expense...............................................
xx
Shop Expense............................................... xx
ments shown in Form 5. Because of
Shipping & Trucking Expense............
xx
To Reserve for Depreciation on
errors of one kind and another that will
Steam Expense...................... .................. xx
Buildings............................................
xx
Mixing Expense..........................................
xx
always creep in, and because of waste
Reserve for Depreciation on
For
wages
earned
during
the
month
Equipment........................................
xx
resulting from parceling out materials
of...................
Reserve for Depreciation on Tools
xx
in small quantities, the actual and
Reserve for Depreciation on
physical inventories will differ. As these
Furniture & Fixtures...................
xx
It, will be noted that there is no labor For depreciation charged for the month
differences are located, the book inven
of................. as per schedule attached.
tory will be adjusted accordingly, the charged to Work-in-Process, (Stand
adjustment being shown either as a
Cost of Concentrates Manufactured Chrome Blue Black
credit or debit disbursement in the
column Overruns and Shortages. This Produced 10,000 lbs.
Month of.......................... 192. . . .
is handled as a deferred charge until a
sufficient amount accumulates when it
Average
Increase
Cost
Men
is debited to the account Work-in-Process
Account
In
In
or
per Lb.
Daily
Process
In
Process
(Standardized Colors).
End of
First of Decrease Finished
The following pro forma entries are
in
This Last
Month
Month
This Last
Description
Process
Mo. Mo. No.
necessary to bring out the cost system.
Mo. Mo.
Only those financial entries affecting
Operating Labor
00
1.00 1.00 231 A-Diazotation &
costs are here considered. The accounts
75
Filtration
shown are controlling accounts, details
1.5 1.75
125 00
B-Drying and Grinding
of which are kept in subsidiary ledgers
5.00 4.00
C-All Other
400 00
or on analysis sheets. Comments with
respect to each entry will be given
immediately after the entries.

Pro Forma Entries
-------------------------- l ---------------------- ---Sundries to Vouchers Payable...................
Stores (Inventory).....................................
Raw Material (Inventory......................
Concentrates (Inventory)......................
Standardized Colors (Inventory). . .
General Office Expense............................
Works General Expense..........................
Selling Expense............................................
Handling Supplies Expense...................
Laboratory Expense...................................
Cooperage Expense..................
Shop Expense...............................................

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Shipping & Trucking Expense..............

xx

Steam Expense............................................
Mixing Expense..........................................
For summary entries made in the
Voucher Register for the month of. .

xx
xx

xx

These charges are obtained from the
Voucher Register and cover obligations
incurred on account of labor, material,
and supplies. It will be noted that there
are four Inventory accounts—Stores,
Raw Material, Concentrates, and Stand
ardized Colors.
Concentrates and
standardized colors, as mentioned before,
are products in which the firm deals.

7.5

6.75

2.00 1.00 232
15.00 12.00

600 00
Repairs & Maintenance
A-Presses & Tanks
B-All Other Equipment

17.00 13.00

75 00
850 00

925 00

Special Repairs or Replace
ments
Proportion of cost for
relaying of roof.

475 00

475 00

24.5 19.75

Total Cost

2000 00 ||

500 00

Form 3

500 00

400 00

1900 00

.190

.191
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------------------------------------ 5 -------------------------------------

Shipping & Trucking Expense....................
To Reserve for Depreciation on Steel
Barrels.................................................
For depreciation on steel barrels for the
month of...................

xx

xx

Entries 3 and 4 are self-explanatory,
while entry 5 is covered fully later.
------------ -------------- 6 --- ---- -------------------Sundries to Steam Expense........................
Work-in-Process (Concentrates)..........
Work-in-Process (Standardized
Colors)........................................................
Laboratory Expense...................................
For distribution of Steam Expense for

xx

xx
xx
xx

the month of.............................

Steam Expense is closed out and pro
rated to the accounts shown on an
arbitary basis fixed by the manage
ment.
What power is used, is pur
chased and, for this reason, no electric
light and power expense is shown, dis
tribution being effected thru the voucher
register when the invoices are entered.
------------------------------------ 7-------------- ---------------------Sundries to Shipping & Trucking Ex
pense .......................................................
xx
Handling Supplies Expense................... xx
Sales..................................................................
xx
For distribution of Shipping & Trucking
Expense for the month of...................

Shipping & Trucking Expense, it will
be noted, is prorated between Handling
Supplies Expense and Sales. It becomes
necessary to assign a part to Handling
Supplies, due to the fact that all charges
incurred on account of the trucks, both
operation and repairs, are charged to
Shipping & Trucking Expense during
the month, although a portion of the time
is given to handling stores supplies and
materials going into production. Since
those containers in which shipments
are made and not billed to the customers
are charged to Shipping & Trucking
Expense, the item shown against Sales
equals the total of the columns Con
tainers and Shipping and Trucking Ex
pense on the statement Shipments,

Returns, and Profits. We will not con
These entries, in view of what had been
sider the necessity of handling these two said before, require no further treatment.
items separately, as this was done in _—------------------- 12--------------------------connection with the statement.
to Sundries............................................. xx
—---------------------- 8 —------------------------- Sales
General Office Expense...........................
xx
Stores (Inventory)..........................................
To Cooperage Expense.........................
For cost of recoopering barrels for the
month of...................

xx
xx

Selling Expense...........................................
For distribution of expense accounts for
the month of...................

This was explained in connection with
While General Office Expense is
the statements.
-------------------------- 9---------------------------- debited to the account called Sales, it is
not because it is considered in the nature
Work-in-Process (Concentrates)................ xx
of a selling expense. If it is to be pro
Work-in-Process (Standardized Colors). xx
rated over each of the products, it must
To Works General Expense...................
xx
Handling Supplies Expense............
xx
be done at the time overhead is applied
Laboratory Expense..........................
xx
to the production cost or when the article
Shop Expense........................................
xx
is sold. It cannot properly be applied
For distribution of expense accounts for
the month of................... ..............................................
to the production cost, and become a
Distribution is made on the basis of part of the inventory of the finished
the number of pounds produced, taking dyes, so it is applied at the time of sale.
into consideration the work-in-process Hence, since Sales is the account to
for concentrates. In the case of “stand which all items appearing on the state
ardized colors, work-in-process,” here, ment Shipments, Returns, and Profit are
as throughout the entire system, is dis carried, it must be debited to this ac
regarded on account of being so small a count. The item of Selling Expense
factor, AH mixtures started in the agrees with the total of the columns
morning are completed the same day; Selling Expense and Commission. The
so only what is commenced in the after latter items are kept separate because of
noon of the last day is left until the the different methods of distribution.
following period. Since the material is ------------------------- 13 ------------------------considered in the inventory, the labor Work in Process (Standardized Colors) . xx
Deferred Charges...............................
xx
and overhead, which is very small, is ToTocharge
Production with shortages
disregarded. Although theoretically it
found in the Standardized Color In
ventory.
_________________
is incorrect to apply these charges
against the current month’s production,
This is made only when the money
no practical purpose is served by the value of shortages located in the stand
labor and cost necessary to comply with ardized colors inventory is great enough
the theory, so it is forced to give way.
to warrant charging to Production.
■------------------------- 10--------------------------- Profit and Loss could be debited direct,
Work in Process (Standardized Colors). xx
since it is not charged to production cost
To Mixing Expense...................................
xx
of the period involved, but as it is the
For distribution of Mixing department
purpose to make no entry to Profit and
expense for the month of...................
------------------------- 11 ----------- ------------Loss that can legitimately be handled
Selling Expense..............................................
xx
otherwise, this method is not used.
To Standardized Colors (Inventory).
xx
Since the money involved is very small,
For samples used for advertising pur
it is included with the regular overhead
poses for the month of....................
Production Cost of Standardized Colors

Product

Number

Code No.

Pounds

D650

D 180
154
Glauber Salt
D 175
128
Worcester Salt

50
100
200
50
100
350

.24
.50
.0125
.25
.75
.0185

D652

Con
centrates

Stand
ardized

Month of................. 192....

Containers

Mixing
Expense

Overhead

Raw
Material

@ .010
per Lb.

@ .005
per Lb.

@ .075
per Lb.

2 50

3 50

1 75

26 25

350

96 00

.274

6 50

5 00

2 50

37 50

500

139 00

.278

Raw Materials Charged

Price
per Lb.

xx

Total Production Cost

Pounds

Amount

Cost per
Lb.

12 00

50 00

12 50
75 00

Form 4

Shipments, Returns, and Profits
Month of........ ........ 192....

Production Cost
of Shipments

Code

No.

D650
D652

Pounds

100
100

Net
Amount
27 40
27 80

Shipping General
and
Office Selling
Truck
Ex
Ex
ing Ex pense pense
pense

Containers

Per
Lb.

.274
.278

Amount

5 00
3 00

Per
Lb.

.050
.030

@ .02 @ .05 @ .05
Per Lb. Per Lb. Per Lb.

2.00
2.00

5.00
5.00

Commission

Amount

5.00
5.00

Form 5

50
25

Per
Lb.

.005
.003

Total Cost

Amount

44 90
43 05

Per
Lb.

.449
.431

Returns

Amount

50 00
50 00

Profits

Per
Lb.

.500
.500

Amount

5 10
6 95

Per
Lb.

.051
.070
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This entry is used in case of returned that full credit is not allowed in all cases,
and thus distributed on the basis of
weight to all colors. This is another dyes and is taken up under receipts in the makes necessary an adjusting entry to
instance where the theory of showing inventory of standardized colors. How take care of the suspended profit; but
the effect only on those colors involved ever, only the production cost is included. this is only made when the books are
gives way for practical reasons.
The balance, together with the profit closed for the year. It serves as a reduc
------------------------------ 14------------------------------ made on the original sale, is debited to tion of the amount taken into costs
because of depreciation. While these
Sundries to Raw Material (Inventory)..
xx Profit and Loss.
Work-in-Process (Concentrates). .... xx
containers are very durable, sooner or
Work-in-Process (Standardized
Containers, steel barrels, and
later they are scrapped and replaced;
Colors)................................................ xx
depreciation
and it becomes necessary to set up a
For Raw Material used in Production
for the month of................
reserve to take care of this, the entry
Two features involved in the handling involved
------------------------- 15-------------------------being a credit to the reserve
of
containers
were
taken
up
under
the
Concentrates (Inventory)....................... xx
account and a debit to shipping expense.
To Work-in-Process (Concentrates)..
xx statements, one under Cost of Concen
For Concentrates finished and placed in
trates Manufactured and Production The credits resulting from the difference
Inventory for the month of. ... -........
between the prices charged and allowed
----------------------------- 16------------------------------ Costs of Standardized Colors, and the the customers and the amounts realized
other
under
Shipments,
Returns,
and
Work in Process (Standardized Colors). xx
on the containers scrapped are carried
To Concentrates (Inventory).............
xx Profits. Another has to do with the to the Reserve for Depreciation. This
For concentrates going into color opera
account Steel Barrels, which appears as lessens the amount necessary to take
tion for the month of................
------------------------- 17--------------------------- a separate item on the balance sheet. into costs thru Shipping Expense.
Steel barrels are purchased for shipping
Standardized Colors (Inventory)........... xx
In an industry as young as the dye
purposes only, and when material is manufacturing
To Work-in-Process (Standardized
business, and one which
Colors).........................................
xx forwarded in them, the customer is
For colors finished and placed in Inven
billed separately for the container, in is being developed so rapidly, deprecia
tion is likely to be a very important and
tory for the month of................
------------------------------ 18 ----------------------------- addition to the product. He has the difficult factor to handle. A production
privilege of returning it when empty;
method is decided upon; machinery is
Sundries To Standardized Colors (In
ventory) ..................................
xx and if this is done within a prescribed purchased and installed; and, in a short
time limit, credit will be allowed in full. time, when a new and more efficient way
Deferred Charges................................. xx
Work-in-Process (Standarized) Colors xx
If held for a longer time, the terms on
Sales......................................................... xx
which the container is shipped gives the is discovered, it becomes necessary to
For disbursements made from color In
firm permission to penalize the customer again change. In order to provide for
ventory for month of............................
----------------------------- 19 - --------------------------- by charging him at a specified rate for this, depreciation must be heavy and the
Accounts Receivable................................ xx
the excess time held, which results in the costs burdened as much as possible.
To Sales.................................................
xx original charge not being entirely wiped If this is so great that it will result in a
For color sales made during the
out. When the barrels are purchased distorted profit and loss statement or
month of................
the prevention of the distribution of any
------------------------------ 20 ------------------------------ and before being shipped out, they are dividends to stockholders for years to
considered as Inventory. When they
Sales Account............................................. xx
To Profit & Loss...................................
xx go to customers, the inventory of steel come, it would seem that the manage
For net profit realized on color sales
barrels, is credited, and accounts re ment would have the privilege of asking
made during the month of................
ceivable is debited, but at a price in that a part be deferred, in the same
The purpose of these entries is clear excess of the purchase price, causing the manner that organization expenses are
from the information contained in the inventory to be understated by the deferred. As the industry grows older,
entries themselves.
amount which the billing price exceeds the changes will be less rapid and costly
--------------------------21--------------------------- the cost. However, since they are when it would seem that the balance
Sundries to Accounts Receivable............
xx returnable, this will be adjusted when could be written off. However, conserva
Standardized Colors (Inventory) .... xx
credit is allowed on receipt of the con tism should be the rule, and deprecia
Profit & Loss................. ..................... xx
tainers at the plant although some may tion should be written off as rapidly as
For returned sales during the month
will permit.
of................
never be returned. This and the fact conditions
This briefly, and in general, takes in
the elements to be considered when
arriving at the detail cost on each con
Cost of Concentrates Manufactured Chrome Blue Black
centrate and standardized co or manu
Produced 10,000 lbs.
.192...
Month of.
factured.
Increase or
Decrease in
Process

Total Charged

Acct.
No.

230

Raw Material
A—Beta Naphthol
B—Ice
Etc.

Total Raw Material

234
235
236

Price
This Last
Pounds Mo. Mo.
5000
.40
10000 .0025

50000

Operation Expense
Containers
Waste & Spoilage
Manufacturing Overhead

Total Production Cost

Amt.

.50 2000 00
25 00
.003

7000

Net Charge
to Finished
Product

Lbs.

Amt.

Lbs.

1000
2000

400
5

4000 1600 00
20 00
8000

5000

Amt.

.654

100

.190
.020

.191
.024

.142

.147

75

875

10000 10125
2000 2050

12000 12175

Total

Inventory 4 /30 /2..

3000 3036

Total Disbursed

9000 9139

Detail of Disbursed
To Inventory (Concentrates)

9000 9139

Form 3

.200
.003

.630

1500

Inventory 4/1/2..

.160
.002

45000 6300

11000

300

This Last
Mo. Mo.

700

1900
200
300
1425

2000
200

Cost
per Lb.

.030 .025

1.012 1.041

Annual Meeting
Indiana Association
ofC.P.A’s
HE annual meeting of the Indiana
Association of Certified Public Ac
countants was held on May 20, at
the Indianapolis Athletic Club, Indiana
polis.
The afternoon session of the meeting
was devoted to matters of association
business including reports of the various
committees.
In the evening a dinner was given at
which addresses were made by Hon.
Frederick E. Schortemeier and Homer
S. Pace, C.P.A. Mr. Schortemeier, who
is Secretary of State for Indiana spoke
on “The Business Legislation of the
Recent Session of the Indiana General
Assembly.” Mr. Pace addressed the
association on “Good - Will in Ac
countancy.”

T
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The Editor’s Letter Box

The

(Continued from page 135)

Pace Alumni
Association

thus qualify as public accountants. They
are then permitted to call themselves
chartered accountants. The same con
dition exists in the instance of the younger
society of incorporated accountants.
These designations, however, are not
official, except as they are conferred by
societies that hold corporate charters.
“In the United States, on the other
hand, the accredited public accountant
takes an examination under the laws of
the state and obtains the certificate of
certified public accountant. This certifi
cate is merely a credential that he has
conformed to certain requirements and is
entitled to the confidence of the public as
apractitionerofaccountancy and auditing.
In two or three states, no one can practice
accountancy or make certificates of ac
countants except certified or registered
public accountants. In all other states,
any one may do the work of the public
accountant; but only the persons who
hold the certificate of certified public
accountant can use that title in connec
tion with his name.
“We have various professional socie
ties of accountants in this country. The
oldest national society is the American
Institute of Accountants, with a member
ship of about two thousand persons,
nearly all of whom hold certificates of
certified public accountants issued under
the various state laws. Another national
society is known as the American Society
of Certified Public Accountants, com
posed of about two thousand members,
all of whom are certified public account
ants. In addition to these societies, we
have various local or state societies of
accountants.
“These societies confer no title and are
maintained in order to further the inter
ests of their members and of accountancy
in general, and in order to enforce upon
their members proper ethical standards
of conduct. The societies are similar, in
fact, to professional societies of doctors,
engineers, lawyers, and the like.

by federal or state bank examiners. There
is no provision for audits by public ac
countants, although many banking in
stitutions have such audits made and
report the findings of the auditors and
accountants as a voluntary matter.
“Corporations other than banking cor
porations are required to file annual re
ports, including balance sheets, but there
are no laws that require the employment
of independent auditors or the certifica
tion of statements. It is probable that
the attempt will be made to enact such
laws in the future.

“The accredited public accountants
are known as certified public accountants
and receive their credentials from the
various state governments. There are
both national and local societies of ac
countants maintained for professional
purposes.
“I am sending you herewith a year
book of the New York State Society of
Certified Public Accountants, and also a
year-book of the American Institute. In
each you will note the ethical rules main
tained by the respective societies. I am
sending, also, a copy of a recent letterbulletin, prepared under my direction, on
the subject of Credit Frauds.

“I trust that the information I have
given you will answer your needs. If you
wish to obtain further information as to
the exact work of the bank examiner,
inquiry might be made direct to the
Comptroller of the Currency, Washing
ton, D. C., and to the Bank Commis
sioner, Albany, N. Y. If you should like
a more detailed statement from me, I
shall be glad to give it to you upon my
return from my vacation in the fall.”

T is the practice in the office in which
I am employed, when adjusting and
closing the books, to set up deprecia
tion by debiting the Depreciation ac
count and crediting a reserve. The De
preciation account is, in turn, closed out
“The certified public accountant gives into the Profit & Loss account. In order
no guarantee as to the accuracy of his to replace two entries by a single one,
statements or conclusions. He merely accomplishing the same purpose and
gives, in his certificates and reports, the showing the same result and as they are
facts that he finds and, when necessary, made simultaneously, would it not be just
his conclusions and judgments. In this as correct to charge Profit & Loss for
respect his findings are similar to opinions depreciation?
given by attorneys or engineers. It is
probable that a public accountant would Answer:
be held responsible in damages for any
The entry for depreciation may be
gross negligence or erroneous statements made in either of the ways you indicate.
that resulted in financial loss to people From a technical interpretation of adjust
who depended upon the accuracy of the ing entries, it would seem proper to set up
statements. Decisions of this kind have depreciation first in the Depreciation ac
been rendered in England, and there are count. This would be strictly an adjust
test cases under way at the present time ing entry. When the charge is made in
in the United States.
the first instance to Profit & Loss, the
“In sum, the control of banking organ necessity for opening an additional nom
izations, federal and state, is obtained by inal account is avoided, but a closing
special laws and by inspection performed entry is effected.

I

will hold its

NEXT REGULAR
LUNCHEON
in

The

Machinery Club
of New York
50 Church Street
on

Saturday, Sept. 19, at
1:30 o’clock
Arrange to attend this
luncheon—send your check
to-day to F. M. Schaeberle,
Executive Secretary.
The charge is $1.65

Qualified
People
may become

CHARTER
MEMBERS
of

The

Pace Alumni
Association
by signing

The Articles of Association
on or before September 19, 1925

There are no dues. Write to
the Secretary for additional
information.
F. M. Schaeberle,
Executive Secretary,
30 Church Street,
New York
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Day School Activities and Field Trips
AMONG the features of the program of
study in the Day-School Division of
Pace Institute, New York, are the
weekly talks which are given to the
students by men closely allied with the
conduct of business and professional
matters. Some of the speakers and the
topics which have been discussed follow:
Benjamin Aaronson, C.P.A., “Office
Practice and Procedure”; P. G. Bur
roughs, attorney, “Insurance and Court
Procedure”; R. C. Synder, executive,
“Inventories,” J. C. Meyer, public
accountant, “Salesmanship”; G. J. Lang
ley, attorney, “Legal Procedure”; C.
Roscher, public accountant, “Operation,
Investigation, and Reasoning”; Alfred
F. Upson, attorney, who spoke on several
occasions, “Memory and Observation,”
“Cross-Examination,” and
“Wills”;
Chester Allen, C.P.A., “Cash”; A. E.
Curdy, Ph.D.; “Current Events”; and
G. M. Lattimer, executive, “The Adver
tising Agency.”
Subjects of vital interest will be dis
cussed in weekly talks in the fall.

JOHN H. BULIN, JR., of the evening
school faculty of Pace Institute,
spoke before the day school assembly
on Monday, June 22, 1925. In the
course of his talk, Mr. Bulin outlined
to the students a philosophy of life and
particularly of study to secure to them a
proper perspective of the time spent on
given tasks—such, for instance, as the
course now before them, or the attain
ment of professional credentials—in its
relation to an entire life span of three
score years and ten. As a means to the
furtherance of this perspective, he advo
cated the use of an annual inventory or
plan of progress by which each man and
woman might observe, year by year, the
degree of success which had attended his
or her efforts toward reaching a selfprescribed goal.
The use of such a means for checking
up on progress, Mr. Bulin cited, gives to
the user a satisfying sense of accomplish
ment, because it brings to his notice
those successes which are of slow growth,
and enables him to bend his energies in
part to the securement of desirable
qualities which are essential to a wellrounded life.

W. A. White
Addresses High
School Students

N June 24, before the graduating
class of approximately five hundred
students of the Bushwick High
School, Brooklyn, William A. White,
Director of the Pace Agency for Place
ments, Inc., spoke on “What Business
Demands of Young People To-day.”
Great stress, in particular, was laid on the
value of education as one of the surest
and safest avenues to a successful busi
ness career.
Mr. White said in part:
“Business to-day is not guess work as
it was largely fifty years ago; it is a
science—particular in its exactions,
concrete in its aims. Business demands
big men fitted for big opportunities
but a man cannot fit, unless he is pre
pared to meet big opportunities.
“The boy and girl of to-day will
supply the leadership of to-morrow.
Which of you will be in the race for this
AN interesting and instructive hour leadership? The answer is simple. Those
was passed on July 1st at the offices of you, who have earned the right by
of the Burroughs Adding Machine virtue of diligent and careful study of the
Company, 217 Broadway. Mr. W. D. underlying principles of business organi
McIntyre, of the Burroughs Company, zation and corporate control, will be
received the party and personally de the leaders of the greater to-morrow.
monstrated the working of the adding
“It is not only important, but also
machine, the billing machine, and the highly necessary that young men and
bookkeeping machine produced by the women school themselves thoroughly
company.
in the various colleges and schools of
business administration to-day. Where,
GROUP of students from Class before the war, business demanded a
D5504 of the evening school, Pace public school diploma as an admission
Institute, New York, visited the card, to-day it demands a high school
Treat Company, Inc., at their potato
diploma. You, by virtue of your
chip branch, No. 51 Rutledge Street, graduation, have met that demand.”
Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday afternoon,
June 13th. Mr. Harold A. Elson, J. S. M. GOODLOE, certified public ac
president of the company, demon countant, announces the removal of his
strated the working of the plant and the office to 165 Broadway, New York.
system used by the company for arriving EVERETT L. NOETZEL, a graduate
at their production cost. Mr. Elson of Pace Institute, has received the C.P.A.
was formerly on the administrative certificate of New York. Mr. Noetzel is
a member of the staff of Haskins & Sells.
staff of Pace Institute.

course to pursue in preparation for his
life’s work. He must realize that no
course of study is final. After the foun
dation has been laid, he should continue
to read and study in order to acquaint
himself with the advanced problems
which belong to his particular field. He
should become acquainted with collateral
material which supplements his special
ized knowledge, and is an important part
of the general field in which he is working.
One never knows when one may be called
upon to assume responsibilities that re
quire more than a limited technical train
ing. All this requires the “higher educa
tion” that can come only with intensive
and continued study which should be ac
companied by the proper spirit, a feeling
of intellectual enjoyment in the acquisi
tion of knowledge.

O

A

N Monday, June 29th, the weekly
assembly of the day division was
addressed by Mr. H. A. Dodd,
controller of the Decorated Metal Manu
facturing Co., of Brooklyn, and a mem
ber of the teaching staff of the evening
school of Pace & Pace. The subject of the
talk was “The Why of Higher Educa
tion.” Mr. Dodd gave the expression
“higher education” a different meaning
than is generally ascribed to it. He elab
orated the following points:
The ambitious young person should
have a definite objective, he should keep
his goal ever in mind, and should select,
as nearly as he can determine, the right

O
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Accountancy—fall classes,
both day and evening, are
now open for enrolment at Pace
Institute. The Registrar announces the
following opening dates—
Evening Division—Monday, August 17th, at 6:00 P. M.
Monday, September 14th, at 8:05 P.M.
Daytime Divison—Monday, September 14th, at 9:15 A.M.
In order to secure a place in any of these classes it is suggested that early
registration be made.
The Institute will also organize fall classes in English and in Public Speaking.
Opening dates of classes in these courses will be announced later. Informa
tion with respect to any of the courses presented by the Institute may be
had upon request to the Registrar. Pace Institute, 30 Church Street,
New York.

